ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
“Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie”
Mr. Shakespeare might well have been referring to the Calumet Heritage Partnership, a non-profit run
entirely by volunteers with no paid staff. To make sure that all’s well that ends well, we rely on those who
donate time, effort, and services throughout the year to the work of the Partnership. Thank you to those
who serve on the Board, and especially to Bill Peterman and Sherry Meyer for their indispensable
assistance in thinking through the event’s theme and logistics.
This year’s conference also benefits from the support of three significant institutions. Our hosts at South
Shore Arts have provided a great home for this event. Events planner Christine Carbonare has been a
dream to work with, and Executive Director John Cain has shared his time and his vision, allowing us a
glimpse into what makes his work and the Center’s such an indispensable hub for the region’s arts and
quality of life. ArcelorMittal has taken a genuine interest in supporting efforts to tell the region’s story.
Many thanks to the Corporate Responsibility team, especially Bill Steers and Marcy Twete, for their
commitment to this project! If you don’t know Madeleine Tudor of The Field Museum’s Science Action
Center, you should. You will find a greatly gifted person who not only “gets” why placemaking is important,
but who understands how to make it happen. Mario Longoni is a marvelous urban anthropologist: a smart,
passionate, good natured, inclusive listener. Interns Maricruz Gutierrez and Hannah Burnett and volunteers
Tommy Rosenbluth and Amanda Mulcahy made serious contributions to the resource guides. And Jessica
Jaffe: what would we do without you? Randi Robin Design made it all look great.
Finally, a big thank you to our speakers and moderators; to Sherry Meyer, tour guide extraordinaire; to
those who opened up their sites to the tour (Roman Villareal and Roman De Lion of Under the Bridge
Studio, Jeff Casey and Kevin Bellamy of Towle Theater, David Mueller of Paul Henry’s Art Gallery, Marco
Salazar of the “Watch us Grow” mural, and Jocelyn Prue of White Ripple Gallery); to Gregg Hertzlieb and
Corey Hagelberg for good connections to the art world; to all who brought exhibits; and above all to those
who came to Munster on a beautiful Fall Saturday.
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Contributions to the Calumet Heritage Partnership are tax deductible and may be made online using PayPal at www.calumetheritage.org

